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Yarn care instructions 
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron  
• Do not tumble dry  
When washing the finished product, follow 
the manufacturer’s washing instructions 
found on the yarn bands. 

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under 
14 years of age.

Colors and yarns may vary from those shown.

creative 

Knit the next 
2 reversible squares 
for your stunning 

 throw



patchwork Collection 69

ribbon stitch
The next square for your throw is worked in  
Crea Grisaille and Shadow yarns. It is knitted  
in ribbon stitch, which is created by alternating  
two rows of garter stitch and slipped stitches  
with two rows of stockinette stitch.

in moss & cirrus

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm) 
Knitting needles: size 8 (5mm)
Stitch: ribbon stitch

throw 
E5
moSS &  

CIrruS Square

★ ★



patchwork Collection 69

try this! To knit the ribbon stitch, follow the instructions 
below or go online to watch the video.

1  Cast on stitches using the first color 
(shown in purple) and knit 1 row and purl  
1 row. Join the second color (shown in 
cream). row 1: With cream, knit 3, then slip 
the next stitch purlwise with the yarn at the 
back, knit 3.

2  Repeat the 4-stitch sequence (slip 1 stitch 
purlwise with the yarn at the back, knit 3) to 
the end of the row. row 2: With cream, knit 
3, then repeat slip 1 purlwise with the yarn at 
the front, and knit 3 to the end of the row.

4 row 5: With cream, knit 1, then repeat  
slip 1 purlwise with the yarn at the back,  
knit 3 to the last 2 stitches, slip 1 purlwise 
with the yarn at the back, and knit 1.

3  row 3: With purple, knit to the end of  
the row. row 4: With purple, purl to the end 
of the row. You have completed the first 
half of the pattern repeat.

5  row 6: With cream, knit 1, then repeat  
slip 1 purlwise with the yarn at the front,  
knit 3 to the last 2 stitches, slip 1 purlwise 
with the yarn at the front, and knit 1.  
The blocks of stitches in garter stitch sit 
centrally between the first row of blocks.

6  row 7: With purple, knit to the end of the 
row. row 8: With purple, purl to the end of 
the row. These 8 rows form the pattern and 
are repeated throughout to form the ribbon 
stitch fabric.

when you have 
tacked your squares 
together, label them 
e5. You’ll need this 
reference when you 
join the squares for 
your throw. keep the 
squares safe in your 
workbasket.

throw 
E5

ribbon stitch sQuare in moss & cirrus 
 See “reading a pattern card” for the list of 
abbreviations.

to make
Using size 8 (5mm) needles and Grisaille, cast 
on 19 sts.
With Grisaille, k 1 row and p 1 row.
Join Shadow. Stranding the yarn not in use 
loosely up the side of the knitting, cont in the 
patt as foll:
row 1 (rs): With Shadow, k3, *sl 1 p-wise with 
the yarn at the back, k3, rep from * to the 
end of the row.
row 2: With Shadow, k3, *sl 1 p-wise with the 
yarn at the front, k3, rep from * to the end of 
the row.
row 3: With Grisaille, k to the end of the row.
row 4: With Grisaille, p to the end of the row.

row 5: With Shadow, k1, *sl 1 p-wise with the 
yarn at the back, k3, rep from * to the last 2 
sts, sl 1 p-wise with the yarn at the back, k1.
row 6: With Shadow, k1, *sl 1 p-wise with the 
yarn at the front, k3, rep from * to the last 2 
sts, sl 1 p-wise with the yarn at the front, k1.
row 7: With Grisaille, k to the end of the row.
row 8: With Grisaille, p to the end of the row.
These 8 rows form the patt.
Rep them 3 more times. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.

note: The balls of yarn supplied are enough 
to work 2 whole squares.  
If you find you work tightly, or loosely, 
change your needle size—see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joInInG The SquareS
Block your squares, see blocking 
your work, know-how 3. Then, with 
wrong sides together and the edges 
matching, tack around the outer 
edge, stitching about one stitch from 
the edge.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

  
 ★ ★



patchwork Collection 70

2-color lattice stitch
Crea Shadow and Grisaille are used to knit the next square in  
the two-color lattice stitch for your throw. The surface pattern  
is created by picking up yarn threads—made by slipping a number 
of stitches—and knitting them together with a single stitch.

in cirrus & moss

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 8 (5mm)
Stitch: 2-color lattice stitch

throw 
I1

CirruS & 
moSS Square

 
★ ★ 

★



patchwork Collection  70

try this!

when you have tacked 
your squares together, 
label them i1. You’ll need 
this reference when you 
join the squares for your 
throw. keep the squares 
safe in your workbasket.

throw 
I1

1  Cast on stitches using the first yarn 
(shown in purple).  
row 1: Knit 1, then with the yarn at the 
back of the work, slip the next 3 stitches 
purlwise, and purl the next stitch.

2  Slip 5 stitches purlwise with the yarn at 
the back, then purl 1. Repeat this sequence 
to the last 4 stitches, slip 3 stitches purlwise 
with the yarn at the back, and knit the last 
stitch. Turn the work. You will see a thread 
across the slipped stitches.

4 Insert the needle into the next stitch and 
knit the thread and stitch together. Now 
slip 5 stitches purlwise with the yarn at the 
back, pick up the thread and knit it together 
with the next stitch as before. Repeat this 
sequence to the last stitch. Knit 1 stitch.

3  Join the second yarn (shown in cream). 
row 2: With cream, knit to the end of the 
row. row 3: With cream, purl to the end 
of the row. row 4: With purple, knit 1, then 
insert the right needle under the thread  
3 rows below the stitch.

5 row 5: With purple, knit 1, slip 1 purlwise 
with the yarn at the front. Now slip 5  
stitches purlwise with the yarn at the back, 
slip 1 purlwise with the yarn at the front, 
repeat this sequence to the last stitch. Knit 
the last stitch. row 6: With cream, knit to 
the end of the row. row 7: With cream, purl 
to the end of the row.

6 row 8: With purple, knit 1, slip 3 stitches  
purlwise with the yarn at the back, pick up the 
thread 3 rows below and knit it together with 
the next stitch. Now slip 5 stitches purlwise 
with the yarn at the back, pick up the thread 
and knit it together with the next stitch, repeat 
to the last 4 stitches, slip 3 stitches purlwise 
with the yarn at the back, knit 1. These 8 rows  
form the pattern and are repeated throughout. 

To knit the two-color lattice stitch, follow the 
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

2-color lattice stitch 
sQuare in cirrus & moss

See “reading a pattern card” for the list of 
abbreviations.

to make
Using size 8 (5mm) needles and Shadow, 
cast on 21 sts.
row 1 (ws): With Shadow, k1, sl 3 p-wise 
with the yarn at the back, p1, *sl 5 p-wise 
with the yarn at the back, p1, rep from *  
to the last 4 sts, sl 3 p-wise with the yarn 
at the back, k1. Join Grisaille.
row 2: With Grisaille, k to the end.
row 3: With Grisaille, p to the end.
row 4: With Shadow, k1, pick up the 
thread 3 rows below and k it tog with the 
next st, *sl 5 p-wise with the yarn at the 
back, pick up the thread 3 rows below 
and k it tog with the next st, rep from  
* to the last st, k1.
row 5: With Shadow, k1, sl 1 p-wise with 
the yarn at the front, *sl 5 p-wise with the 
yarn at the back, sl 1 p-wise with the yarn 
at the front, rep from * to the last st, k1.  
row 6: With Grisaille, k to the end.  
row 7: With Grisaille, p to the end.  
row 8: With Shadow, k1, sl 3 p-wise with 
the yarn at the back, pick up the thread 
3 rows below and k it tog with the next 
st, *sl 5 p-wise with the yarn at the back, 
pick up the thread 3 rows below and k 
it tog with the next st, rep from * to the 
last 4 sts, sl 3 p-wise with the yarn at the 
back, k1. 
These 8 rows form the patt. Stranding the 
yarn not in use loosely up the side of the 
knitting, rep the patt rows 3 more times, 
then work Rows 1 to 4 again. Cut Grisaille.  
Next row: With Shadow, p to the end. 
Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.

Note: The balls of yarn supplied are 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size—see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

  
★ ★ 
★



Fashion projects 32

Materials
•	 	4[4:4:5:5:6:6]	x	3½	oz.	(100g)	
hanks	of	West	Yorkshire	
Spinners	Ilustrious	Naturals		
in	Shale

•	 	Pair	of	size	6	(4mm)	knitting	
needles

•	2	stitch	holders
•	Tapestry	needle

Classic stockinette stitch is used for 
this sweater that features rolled edges 
and a gentle flare toward the hemline.

flared sweaterUSE YOUR K
NO

W
LE

DGE • USE YOUR STITCH LIbRaRY • 
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Fashion projects32

siZes
To	fit	bust	28[30:31¾:34¼:35¾:38:40]	
in.	(71[76:81:87:91:97:102]cm).
Actual	measurement	
32⅝[34¼:36¼:38½:38½:40½:43:44]	in.	
(83[87:92:98:103:109:112]cm).
Length	20½[21¼:22½:24¾:26:27:27]	in.	
(52[54:57:63:66:69:69]cm).
Sleeve	seam	10[11:11:11¾:11¾:12½:12½]	in.	
(26[28:28:30:30:32:32]cm).

GauGe
22	sts	and	28	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	
st	st

aBBreViations
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

sPeciaL aBBreViation  
ssk	=	slip,	slip,	knit	worked	as	follows:		
sl	next	2	sts	k-wise,	insert	left	needle	
into	the	2	slipped	sts,	from	left	to	right,	
and	k	them	tog.

to MaKe
BACK: Using	size	6	(4mm)	needles,	cast	
on	112[116:122:128:134:140:144]	sts.
Beg	with	a	k	row,	work	6	rows	in	st	st.
Dec row 1 (rs):	K14,	k2tog,	k	to	the	last	16	
sts,	ssk,	k14.	2	sts	decreased.
Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	7	rows	in	st	st.
Dec row 2 (rs):	K13,	k2tog,	k	to	the	last	
15	sts,	ssk,	k13.	2	sts	decreased.
Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	7	rows	in	st	st.
Dec row 3 (rs): K12,	k2tog,	k	to	the	last	
14	sts,	ssk,	k12.	2	sts	decreased.
Beg	with	a	p	row,	cont	in	st	st	and	dec	
1	st	in	this	way	at	each	end	of	every	
foll	8th	row	until	Dec	row	10	has	been	
worked	and	92[96:102:108:114:120:124]	
sts	rem.
Cont	straight	until	the	work	
measures	13⅜[14:15:17⅜:18:19:19]	in.	
(34[36:38:44:46:48:48]cm)	from	the	
beg,	ending	with	a	p	row.
shape armholes
Bind	off	4	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next		
2	rows	and	2	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	foll		
4	rows.	76[80:86:92:98:104:108]	sts.**
Cont	straight	until	the	armholes	
measure	7[7:7½:7½:7¾:8¼:8¼]	in.	
(18[18:19:19:20:21:21]cm)	from	the	beg,	
ending	with	a	p	row.
shape shoulders
Bind	off	18[20:23:26:28:30:32]	sts	at	
the	beg	of	the	next	2	rows.	Cut	the

yarn	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail	and	leave	
the	rem	40[40:40:40:42:44:44]	sts	on	a	
holder.

FRONT: Work	as	given	for	the	back	to	
**.	Cont	straight	until	the	armholes	
measure	4¾[4¾:5:5:5½:6:6]	in.	
(12[12:13:13:14:15:15]cm)	from	the	beg,	
ending	with	a	p	row.
shape neck
Next row (rs): K32[34:37:40:42:44:46],	
turn	and	leave	the	rem	sts	on	a	spare	
needle.
Work	on	the	first	set	of	sts	as	foll:
***Bind	off	at	the	beg	(neck	edge)	of	
the	next	and	foll	alt	rows	6	sts	once,	
4	sts	once	and	2	sts	twice.		
18[20:23:26:28:30:32]	sts.		
Cont	straight	until	the	armhole	
measures	the	same	as	the	back	to	
the	shoulder,	ending	with	a	p	row.		
Bind	off.
Return	to	the	sts	on	the	
spare	needle.	Sl	the	next	
12[12:12:12:14:16:16]	sts	onto	a	holder,	
rejoin	the	yarn	to	the	next	st	and	k	
to	the	end.		
P	1	row,	then	complete	as	given	for	
the	first	side	of	the	neck	from	***	
to	the	end.

SLEEVES: Using	size	6	(4mm)	needles,	
cast	on	58[58:62:62:66:70:70]	sts.
Work	12	rows	in	k1,	p1	rib.
Beg	with	a	k	row,	cont	in	st	st	but	
inc	1	st	at	each	end	of	the	3rd	and	
every	foll	6th	row	until	there	are	
70[70:74:74:78:82:82]	sts.
Cont	without	shaping	until	the	sleeve	
measures	10¼[11:11:12:12:12½:12½]	in.	
(26[28:28:30:30:32:32]cm)	from	the	
beg,	ending	with	a	ws	row.
shape top
Bind	off	4	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next		
2	rows	and	2	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	foll		
4	rows.	54[54:58:58:62:66:66]	sts.
Dec	1	st	at	each	end	of	the	
next	and	every	foll	alt	row	until	
44[44:48:48:52:56:56]	sts	rem.	Work		
3	rows	straight,	ending	with	a	p	row.
Dec	1	st	at	each	end	of	the	next	and	foll	
alt	row.	40[40:44:44:48:52:52]	sts.	
Work	1	row	straight,	then	dec	1	st	at		
each	end	of	the	next	5	rows.	
30[30:34:34:38:42:42]	sts.

Bind	off	2	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next	
4	rows	and	6	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	foll	2	
rows.		
Bind	off	the	rem	10[10:14:14:18:22:22]	sts.

NECKBAND: Join	the	left	shoulder	
seam.
With	rs	facing,	join	the	yarn	and,	using	
size	6	(4mm)	needles,	k	the	back	neck	
sts	from	the	holder,	pick	up	and	k	22	
sts	down	the	left	front	neck,	k	the	front	
neck	sts	from	the	holder,	then	pick	up	
and	k	22	sts	up	the	right	front	neck.	
96[96:96:96:100:104:104]	sts.
Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	5	rows	in	st	st.		
Bind	off.

FinishinG
Join	the	right	shoulder	and	neckband	
seams.	Sew	in	the	sleeves,	matching	
the	center	of	the	sleeve	head	to		
the	shoulder	seam	and	easing	in		
any	fullness.	Join	the	side	and		
sleeve	seams.	Weave	in	the	ends.

  
★ ★



HOME COMFORTS 27

Materials
•	White	linen,	11½	x	7½	in.	(29	x	19cm)
•	Water-soluble	marker	pen
•	Clean	watercolor	brush	
•	8	buttons	in	assorted	colors	and	sizes
•	 	Crewel	wools,	1	skein	each	in	sage	
green,	lilac,	cerise	and	light	blue	

•	Large	crewel	needle
•	Embroidery	scissors
•	Lilac	fabric	for	border	and	back
•	Pins	and	matching	sewing	thread
•	Pillow	pad,	15¾	x	12	in.	(40	x	30.5cm)

Decorative buttons, embellished with stitched 
petals in shades of lilac and standing tall on green 
leafy stems, make a charming floral panel.

flower button pillow   
★ ★



HOME COMFORTS27

SizE
To	fit	a	15¾	x	12	in.	(40	x	30.5cm)	pillow	pad.

TO MakE
•	With	the	water-soluble	marker	pen,	
make	dots	at	intervals	to	mark	a	line	1½	
in.	(4cm)	from	one	long	edge	of	the	white	
linen.	Using	two	strands	of	sage	green	wool	
and	the	crewel	needle,	work	a	line	of	bold	
running	stitches	along	the	marks.	

•	Lay	the	linen	panel	flat	on	the	work	
surface.	Referring	to	the	photograph	as	
a	guide,	space	the	buttons	evenly	across	
the	fabric,	varying	the	heights	from	1⅛	to	
3	in.	(3	to	7.5cm)	above	the	line	of	running	
stitches	and	leaving	at	least	1⅛	in.	(3cm)	of	
fabric	at	each	side.	

•	With	the	water-soluble	marker	pen,	
lightly	draw	a	vertical	stalk	line	down	from	
each	button	to	the	running	stitch	line.	Mark	
leaves	as	desired	and	indicate	petals	with	
evenly	spaced	dots	around	four	of	the	
buttons.	Remove	the	buttons	and	place	
them	in	order	on	the	work	surface.

•	Refer	to	the	photograph	above	and	use	
two	strands	of	crewel	wool	throughout.	
With	sage	green,	work	the	stems	in	stem	
stitch	and	the	leaves	in	the	lazy	daisy,	stem	
and	satin	stitches.	Work	petals	in	different	
shades	of	crewel	wool	using	French	knots	
and	lazy	daisy	stitches.

•	Dampen	the	watercolor	brush	and	use	it	
to	carefully	remove	any	pen	marks.	Stitch	
on	the	buttons	with	two	strands	of	wool—
use	a	cross	stitch	for	four-hole	buttons.	

•	Place	the	flower	panel	face	down	on	a	
soft,	clean	towel	and	press	carefully	on	
the	wrong	side.	Use	the	lilac	fabric	to	add	a	
single	mitered	border	with	a	finished	width	
of	2¾	in.	(7cm)	(see	know-how	34).	

FiniShing
With	the	same	fabric,	complete	the		
pillow	cover	with	an	overlapped	back		
to	fit	the	15¾	x	12	in.	(40	x	30.5cm)	pillow	
pad	(see	right).

pillow with overlappeD back

Cut the fabric for the back of the pillow, 
making sure it’s wider than the front. Then 
cut the back piece in half widthways. Turn 
in and press a ¾ in. (1.5cm) double hem 
along the center edge of each back piece. 
Machine stitch the hem.

Stitch around the outer edges, 
taking ¾ in. (1.5cm) seam 
allowances. Stitch twice across 
each end of the overlap for 
strength. Trim the corners of the 
seam allowances diagonally to 
reduce bulk. Turn the cover to the 
right side and insert the pad.

Pin the back pieces to the front 
with the right sides together. 
Make sure that the raw edges 
match all around and the 
hemmed center back edges 
overlap by about 4 in. (10cm).

  
★ ★
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Materials
•	 	1	x	1	oz.	(25g)	ball	of	Crea	
Harmony	in	Magma

•	 	1	x	1	oz.	(25g)	ball	of	Crea	
Harmony	in	Duck	Egg

•	 	1	x	1	oz.	(25g)	ball	of	Crea	
Harmony	in	Moonstone

•	 	Pair	of	size	4	(3.5mm)	knitting	
needles

•	Tapestry	needle
•	 	Purse	frame,	5	x	2¼	in.	(130	x	
60mm)	excluding	clasp

•	Large-eyed	sewing	needle
Go	to	knit-and-stitch.com	to	buy	
Crea	yarn.	See	the	information	
chart	for	full	details	on	all	the	
Crea	yarns.

this simple design is suitable as a small evening bag, 
or a large purse, to hold essential cosmetics for a night 
out. it is worked in the ribbon stitch and stockinette 
stitch and finished with an elegant metal frame.

pretty purseUSE YOUR K
NO

W
LE

DGE • USE YOUR STITCH LIbRaRY • 
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accessories21

siZe       
5	in.	(13cm)	wide	x	5½	in.	(14cm)	long.

GauGe
24	sts	and	48	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	ribbon	stitch.

aBBreViaTioNs
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

To MaKe
BACK: Using	size	4	(3.5mm)	needles	and	Magma,	cast	
on	31	sts.
K	1	row	and	p	1	row.
Join	Duck	Egg.
Work	in	ribbon	stitch	as	foll:
Row 1 (rs): With	Duck	Egg,	k3,	*sl	1	p-wise	with	the	yarn	
at	the	back,	k3,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
Row 2: With	Duck	Egg,	k3,	*sl	1	p-wise	with	the	yarn	at	
the	front,	k3,	rep	from	*	to	the	end.
Row 3: With	Magma,	k	to	the	end.
Row 4: With	Magma,	p	to	the	end.
Join	Moonstone.
Row 5: With	Moonstone,	k1,	*sl	1	p-wise	with	the	yarn	at	
the	back,	k3,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	2	sts,	sl	1	p-wise	with	
the	yarn	at	the	back,	k1.
Row 6: With	Moonstone,	k1,	*sl	1	p-wise	with	the	yarn	at	
the	front,	k3,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	2	sts,	sl	1	p-wise	with	
the	yarn	at	the	front,	k1.
Row	7:	With	Magma,	k	to	the	end.
Row 8:	With	Magma,	p	to	the	end.
These	8	rows	form	the	patt.

Stranding	the	colors	not	in	use	loosely	up	the	side	of	
the	knitting,	rep	the	patt	rows	3	more	times,	then	work	
Rows	1	and	2	again.
Cut	Duck	Egg	and	Moonstone	leaving	long	yarn	tails.
Next row (rs): K	to	the	end.
Next row: K3,	p	to	the	last	3	sts,	k3.
Rep	these	2	rows	for	2¼	in.	(6cm),	ending	with	a	ws	row.
Bind	off,	working	(k2tog)	twice	at	each	end	to	round		
off	the	corners.

FRONT: Work	as	given	for	the	back.

FiNisHiNG
Starting	and	finishing	at	the	top	of	the	ribbon	stitch	
section,	join	the	side	and	lower	edge	seams.	Weave	in	
the	yarn	ends.	Using	a	large-eyed	needle	and	Magma	
yarn,	sew	the	top	and	side	edges	of	the	stockinette	
stitch	section	of	the	back	and	front	to	the	purse	frame.

Embellish your purse by 
working a simple beaded 
fringe along the lower edge. 
Use a variety of beads in 
colors to complement the 
ribbon stitch pattern.

designer’s tip

 CUSTOmIz
E Y

OU
R p

ROjECTS • EmbELLISH W
ITH STYLE • 

See Customizing Techniques 35 
for more creative ideas with 

simple beaded fringing

★ ★



Customizing techniques 35

use beaded fringes to embellish knitted, 
crocheted and crewelwork projects, as 
well as ready-made items.

designer’s notebook:  
simple beaded fringing

When working a beaded fringe, 
always use beads suited to the 
weight of the knitted, crocheted or 

embroidered fabric so the finished fringe 
won’t pull the edge out of shape.  

Combine a variety of colors and styles of 
beads in your fringe to add a personal touch 
to your projects. Use strong thread and  
a beading needle (a needle designed to  
pass easily through the holes in beads)  
to sew the fringe in place.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR 
THROW...
Use chunky beads to make 
a beaded fringe to embellish 
your throw. Choose plastic, 
wooden or pearl beads as shown 
here. Remember to remove 
the beaded fringe before 
laundering your throw.

SIMplE bEadEd fRIngIng
Use strong thread and a beading needle to make your fringe.

1    Mark the positions for the fringe. Thread 
the needle with a double length of 
thread and secure it at one end. Bring 

the needle out at the first mark. Thread  
on the beads for the first strand—use a 
variety of different beads.,

2    Take the needle around the outside 
of the last bead and thread it back up 
through the line of beads. Then take 

the thread to the back of the fabric and 
secure it with a couple of tiny backstitches.

3    Take the needle along the edge 
through the fabric and bring it out 
again at the next mark, making sure 

the thread doesn’t show on the right side  
of the fabric. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 along  
the edge to complete the fringe. Secure the 
thread on the back of the fabric.
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a crewelwork 
bookmark trimmed 
with a beaded fringe.

bookmark

size
8⅝ x 1½in. (22 x 4cm), excluding 
beaded fringe.

to make 
• Using a water-soluble marker pen, 
draw a 7¾ x 1⅛in. (20 x 3cm) rectangle 
on one piece of fabric. Measure ¾ in. 
(1.5cm) from one short end and mark 
the fabric on each side, then mark the 
center of the same short end. Join the 
marks to make a point.

• Work a row of tacking stitches ⅜ 
in. (8mm) outside the lines—this will 
help when sewing the bookmark.

• With 2 strands of golden brown 
crewel wool and a chenille needle, 
work a row of backstitch along the 
drawn lines.

• Using 2 strands of golden yellow 
crewel wool, and referring to the 
photograph, work a small triangle 
in satin stitch in the center of the 
pointed section.

• Remove the pen lines with a damp 
cloth. With right sides together, place 
the other piece of fabric on top of the 
embroidered piece and pin it in place.

• Using a sewing needle and matching 
thread, sew around the tacking thread 
lines, leaving an opening on one long 
edge. Trim the seams. Turn right side 
out and be sure to push out the corners 
and the point. 

• Slipstitch the opening closed. Press 
lightly, then work a row of topstitch 
close to the edge.

• Using a beading needle, strong 
thread, and a selection of beads, work 
a beaded fringe along the pointed 
edge of the bookmark.

MaTERIalS
•  Natural linen, 2 pieces 12 x 2¾ in.  

(30 x 7cm)
•  1 skein of crewel wool in golden brown 

and golden yellow
• Water-soluble fabric marker pen
• Chenille needle size 22
• Beading needle and strong thread
•  Sewing needle and matching thread
• Selection of beads

TablE RUnnER
Embellish the short ends of a table runner 
with a beaded fringe in matching colors.

jUg COvER
Add a fringe to 
a square mat to 
create a glass cover.

laMpSHadE TRIM
Fringe a length of ribbon to 
decorate a lampshade.
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A sashed or mitered fabric border is the 
perfect way to “frame” a crewelwork panel.

simple fabric borders

The right border will show a project or fabric off to its best 
advantage. Choose a color that matches the central panel, or 
pick out one of the colors in the stitched design. Alternatively 

go for maximum design impact by choosing a striking contrast 
in color or pattern. With just four strips of fabric, you can create 
square and rectangular frames of any size and width. 

sAshed border
A sashed border is the simplest way to create a fabric frame. 
With this method, the borders can be a uniform width all around. 
Alternatively, you can vary the look—if, say, you have a rectangular 
panel but a square pillow pad, you can add wide borders to two 
opposite sides, and narrower ones on the remaining sides, so you 
create a square finished panel. In the same way, you can extend a 
square central piece to create a rectangular finished panel. 

cutting out
border width: Decide on the width of the border and add  
1⅛ in. (3cm) to get A. 
side edges: Measure one of the side edges of the central 
panel to get B. 
top and bottom edges: After joining the side borders to the 
central panel, measure the complete width, including the 
borders, to get C.
Cut out two strips of A by B and two strips of A by C.

1 Lay the side strips along opposite edges of 
the central panel with right sides together. 
Pin and stitch taking ¾ in. (1.5cm) seam 

allowances.
2 Press the seam allowances open using 

a warm iron. If your fabrics are delicate, 
cover the seam with a clean cloth and 

press over the cloth.
3 Lay the fabric out flat. Pin the other 

strips along the remaining edges with 
the right sides together, then stitch as in 

Step 1. Press the seam allowances as in Step 2. 
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If you are using checked or 
striped fabric for a mitered 
border, make sure the 
pattern repeat is centerd  
on each side of the panel  
you are framing. The lines  
of the pattern will meet 
neatly at right-angles at  
each mitered corner.

expert’s tip

1 Mark the center of one border strip and 
the center of one of the appropriate panel 
sides. Center the strip on the panel side 

with right sides together and raw edges 
matching; pin.

2 Taking a ¾ in. (1.5cm) seam allowance 
and beginning and ending ¼ in. (6mm) 
from what will be the finished edge 

of the panel, stitch the border strip in place. 
Backstitch at each end of the stitching line. 
Repeat for the opposite border strip.

3 Press the strips to the right side, away 
from the panel. Position and stitch the 
remaining strips on the panel as in 

Steps 1 and 2.

4 Place the panel wrong side up. At  
one corner, fold back each border  
strip at a 45° angle, making sure  

the folds touch; press.
5 Open out the folds at each corner. Pin 

the borders along the fold, then stitch, 
working towards the panel. Trim the 

seam allowances and press the seams open.

cutting out
border width: Decide on the width of the border and add on 1⅛ in. 
(3cm) to get A.  
Long edges: Measure one of the long edges of the central panel 
and add twice the width of the border plus 1⅛ in. (3cm) to get B. 
short edges: Measure one of the short edges of the central panel 
and add twice the width of the border plus 1⅛ in. (3cm) to get C. 
Cut out two strips of A by B and two strips of A by C.
note: If your central panel is square, cut the borders all the 
same length.

mitered border
A mitered border is also made by stitching fabric strips around a 
central panel. However, with this method the borders must all be of 
equal width. The corners are neatly joined with diagonal seams and 
this can create added design interest when striped or checked border 
fabrics are used. The key to success with both techniques is careful 
measuring and cutting. 
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Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron 
• Do not tumble dry 
When washing the fi nished product, follow 
the manufacturer’s washing instructions 
found on the yarn bands. 

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under 
14 years of age.
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Knit a striped section 
for your Grisaille pillow 

and knit the next 
reversible square for 

your throw
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012234)
in Grisaille

CDEFG%CH4FDIJ%

Sixth
section

(continued 
on back)
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%## "#$%!%&'!('&$!)*+,!#-!%.,!$%'/+01,%%,!
$%0%/.!2*3(0/4!K+;%LB!510%!%'!%.,!,16!'2!%.,!
('&4!7.0$!0$!%.,!(08.%!$06,!'2!%.,!2*3(0/4

&##K+;%MB!9#(:!%'!%.,!,16!'2!%.,!('&4!!
7.,$,!;!('&$!2'()!%.,!$%'/+01,%%,!$%0%/.4

'##<,-,*%!%.,!;!('&$!%.('#8.'#%!%'!2'()!%.,!
$%'/+01,%%,!$%0%/.!2*3(0/4

/,8+
To fit a 15¾ in. (40cm) square pillow pad (not supplied).

9!79+
15 sts and 24 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st on size 8 
(5mm) needles.

=,,!>(,*6018!*!-*%%,(1!/*(6?!2'(!%.,!:0$%!'2!
abbreviations.

"&).!(+):;3<=1<>?@A
=%(*16018!%.,!/':'(!1'%!01!#$,!:''$,:@!#-!%.,!$06,!'2!%.,!
+10%%018A!/'1%!%'!&'(+!01!$%!$%A!&'(+018!01!$%(0-,$!*$!2'::B
C0%.!D'$$A!&'(+!E!('&$4!
With Mist, work 14 rows.
C0%.!F#)#:#$A!&'(+!;!('&$4!F#%!F#)#:#$4
With Mist, work 12 rows.
C0%.!D'$$A!&'(+!E!('&$4!
With Mist, work 1 row.
9:*/,!*!)*(+,(!*%!,*/.!,16!'2!%.0$!('&!%'!6,1'%,!%.,!2':64
With Mist, work 1 row. 
C0%.!D'$$A!&'(+!E!('&$4
Do not cut the yarns, leave the stitches on the needle 
ready to knit the next stripe sequence.

J+#(B%You will receive your next ball of Grisaille, in Mist, 
&0%.!0$$#,!GH4
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4@*E'"(*D=-E$(*B$=C$*-("(./H*?@,,@B*(/$*"'-(><.("@'-*

D$,@B*@>*)@*@',"'$*(@*B=(./*(/$*C"+$@F

&## )*+,!-&!*!./0,%102!-3!4!+,%,562+!10/+!
78!*&9!:-;<!,62!1*,,2;&!*+!3-00-:+'!
:@B*I%!=&%,!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'!
:@B*R%!>/;0!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'!
:@B*S% Knit the fi rst 2 stitches, then repeat 
1/;0!"8!<&%,!7!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'

%##:@B*T% Purl the fi rst 2 stitches, then 
;212*,!<&%,!"8!1/;0!7!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'!
:@B*N%!?212*,!?-:!@'!:@B*M%!?212*,!?-:!"'!
This completes the fi rst half of the pattern.

'# ?212*,!1/;0!"8!<&%,!7!,-!,62!0*+,!@!+,%,562+8!
,62&!1/;0!@'!:@B*IJ%!=&%,!@8!1/;0!78!,62&!
;212*,!<&%,!"8!1/;0!7!,-!,62!0*+,!@!+,%,562+8!
,62&!<&%,!@'!

(##A-:!:-;<!,62!+25-&9!6*03!-3!,62!1*,,2;&'!
:@B*U%!=&%,!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'!
:@B*V%!>/;0!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'!
:@B*W% Purl the fi rst 3 stitches, then knit 
,62!&2$,!7!+,%,562+'

)##:@B*II%!?212*,!?-:!B'!:@B*IR%!?212*,!?-:!
10. You have completed the fi rst pattern repeat.

*##?212*,!,62!C7!;-:+!-3!,62!1*,,2;&!,-!5;2*,2!
,62!D*+<2,!:2*E2!+,%,56!3*D;%5'

%/56)718)/9:5).9;<5=)7180)>?8905>).1@5./50A)
B9C5B)./5D)+EF)318GBB)655=)./H>)05I5056;5)2/56)
718)J1H6)./5)>?8905>)I10)7180)./012F)(55K)./5)
>?8905>)>9I5)H6)7180)210<C9><5.F

./012!
E3

L!4(+")%+!M+)4","#$)
4NO!'+),-)#*!34"&-+

F22!G;2*9%&H!*!1*,,2;&!5*;9I!3-;!,62!0%+,!-3!
*DD;2E%*,%-&+'

"&)P!(+
J+%&H!+%K2!CLM!(4'N..O!&22902+!*&9!
P&,%Q/28!5*+,!-&!CR!+,+'
:@B*I*L>-P%!S=7!8!1"8!;21!3;-.!S!,-!,62!2&9!
-3!,62!;-:'
:@B*R%!S="8!178!;21!3;-.!S!,-!,62!2&9!-3!
,62!;-:'!
:@B*S%!?21!?-:!C'
:@B*T%!?21!?-:!7'
:@B*N%!=!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'
:@B*M%*>!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'
:@B*U%!>@8!<78!S1"8!<78!;21!3;-.!S!,-!,62!
0*+,!+,8!1C'
:@B*V%!=C8!178!S<"8!178!;21!3;-.!S!,-!,62!
0*+,!@!+,+8!<@'
:@B*W%!?21!?-:!T'
:@B*IJ%!?21!?-:!R'
:@B*II%!=!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'
:@B*IR%*>!,-!,62!2&9!-3!,62!;-:'
U62+2!C7!;-:+!3-;.!,62!1*,,'!
?21!?-:+!C!,-!CL!*H*%&'!V%&9!-33'
W-;<!*&-,62;!+Q/*;2!%&!,62!+*.2!:*X'

-1.5Q#Y*56!D*00!-3!X*;&!+/110%29!%+!
2&-/H6!,-!:-;<!7!:6-02!+Q/*;2+'!Z3!X-/!
fi nd you work tightly, or loosely, change 
X-/;!&22902!+%K2[+22!<&-:\6-:!C8!
;2*9%&H!*!1*,,2;&!5*;98!H*/H2!+Q/*;2'

This pattern is worked on a 
multiple of 6 stitches plus 
2 stitches, as shown in the steps 
and video—use this multiple 
when you want to balance the 
ends of the rows. It can also 
be worked on a multiple of 6 
stitches, as used here for the 
square. The pattern is worked 
over 12 rows, starting with 2 rows 
in stockinette stitch. For the 
square, the pattern starts with 
the blocks of stockinette stitch 
and reverse stockinette stitch.

designer’s tip

 

★ ★
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•  7[8:8:9:10:11] x 2 oz. (50g) balls 

of Rowan Summerlite DK 
in Linen

•  Pair of size 5 (3.75mm) 
knitting needles

• Cable needle
• 2 stitch holders
• Stitch marker

)*+,-./01/+-2-+3-/34*5,01-44-/
3404567/4603/58398:7/58;:-<4+0==-./
><1-5,/3?-84-+/683/8/.034015402-/
3@:04/+0;;-./6-=:01-A

!"#$%&'()*!+(,%(-

!"#$%
&!
'$(

)&
*

+#
,-

#$•$!"#$%&!'$"./.01$+/2'3'%$•$

★ ★
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To fit bust 32[34:36:38:40:42] in. 
(81[86:91:97:102:107]cm).
Actual measurement 39¾[41¼:44:45½:48½:50] 
in. (101[105:112:116:123:127]cm).
Length 20½[21¼:22:22:22¾:23½] in. 
(52[54:56:56:58:60]cm).
Sleeve seam 17[18:18:18½:18½:19¼] in. 
(43[45.5:45.5:47:47:49]cm).

.!/.*
22 sts and 30 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over rev  
st st. 

!00(*1$!,$%&"
See reading a pattern card.

"2*+$!3'!00(*1$!,$%&
C6B = cable 6 back worked as follows: sl 3 sts 
onto cn and leave at the back of the work, k3, 
then k3 sts from the cn.

,%'4!5*
!"#$%&'"()*+',(-'./0+(12& Using size 5 
(3.75mm) needles, cast on 29 sts.
"13'4'5,.6&'K1, *p2, k2, rep from * to the end 
of the row.
"13'7& *P2, k2, rep from * to the last st, p1.
Rep these 2 rows until the work measures 3⅛ 
in. (8cm) from the beg, ending with a ws row.
$/8+',13&'P to the end of the row.
$/8+',13& K1, puk, k to the last st, puk, k1. 31 sts.
Beg with a p row, work 6 rows in rev st st, 
ending with a ws row. Cut yarn leaving a long 
yarn tail, and leave the sts on a holder.
9/2+/,',(-'./0+(12&'Using size 5 (3.75mm) 
needles cast on 50[54:62:66:74:78] sts.
"13'4'5,.6& K2, *p2, k2, rep from * to the end 
of the row.
"13'7&'P2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the end of 
the row.
Rep these 2 rows until the work measures 3⅛ 
in. (8cm) from the beg, ending with a ws row.
Cont in rev st st with the center cable panel  
as foll:
"13'4'5,.6&'P22[24:28:30:34:36], k6, 
p22[24:28:30:34:36].
"13'7&'K22[24:28:30:34:36], p6, 
k22[24:28:30:34:36].
"13.':';2<'=& Rep Rows 1 and 2.
"13'>& P22[24:28:30:34:36], C6B, 
p22[24:28:30:34:36].
"13'?& Rep Row 2.
Cut yarn leaving a long yarn tail and leave sts 
on a holder.
@/A+',(-'./0+(12& Using size 5 (3.75mm) 
needles, cast on 29 sts.
"13'4'5,.6& *K2, p2, rep from * to the last st, k1.
"13'7& P1, *k2, p2, rep from * to the end of 
the row.

Rep these 2 rows until the work measures 3⅛ 
in. (8cm) from the beg, ending with a ws row.
$/8+',13&'P to the end of the row.
$/8+',13& K1, puk, k to the last st, puk, k1. 31 sts.
Beg with a p row, work 6 rows in rev st st, 
ending with a ws row. Do not cut yarn.
B*01/3-540*13
$/8+',13'5,.6& P across 31 sts of the left 
section, then p across 22[24:28:30:34:36] sts 
of the center section, k6, p across the rem 
22[24:28:30:34:36] sts of the center section 
and p across 31 sts of the right section. 
112[116:124:128:136:140] sts.
Work 3 more rows in rev st st, keeping the 
center 6 sts of the cable panel in st st.
$/8+',13'5,.6&'P to the center cable panel, 
C6B, p to the end of the row.
Cont in this way in rev st st, with the center 
cable in st st, and working C6B on every 
foll 6th row, until the front measures 
12[12⅝:13⅜:13⅜:14:15] in. (30[32:34:34:36:38]
cm) from the beg, ending with a ws row. 
C020.-/D*+/1-5,
$/8+',13'5,.6&'P53[55:59:61:65:67] sts, k3, 
turn and leave the rem 56[58:62:64:68:70] 
sts on a spare needle.  
Work on the first set of sts as foll:
$/8+',13'53.6&'P3, k to the end of the row.
$/8+',13& P to the last 5 sts, p2tog tbl, p3.
**Cont to dec 1 st at the neck edge in this way 
on every foll alt row until 36[38:41:43:46:48] 
sts rem.  
Cont without shaping until the work 
measures 20½[21¼:22:22:22¾:23½] in. 
(52[54:56:56:58:60]cm) from the beg, ending 
at the armhole edge. Bind off.
With the rs of the work facing, rejoin the yarn 
to the sts on the spare needle, k3, p to the 
end of the row.
$/8+',13& K to the last 3 sts, p3.
$/8+',13& K3, p2tog, p to the end of the row.
Complete as given for the  first side of neck 
from ** to the end.

BC9D&'Using size 5 (3.75mm) needles, cast on 
112[116:124:128:136:140] sts.
"13'4'5,.6&'K1, *p2, k2, rep from * to the last  
3 sts, p2, k1.
"13'7& P1, *k2, p2, rep from * to the last 3 sts, 
k2, p1.
Rep these 2 rows until the work measures 3⅛ 
in. (8cm) from the beg, ending with a ws row.
Beg with a p row, cont in rev st st until the 
work measures the same as the front, ending 
with a ws row.
(68@-/36*9:.-+3
Bind off 36[38:41:43:46:48] sts at the beg of 
the next 2 rows.  
Cut the yarn leaving a long yarn tail, and leave 
the rem 40[40:42:42:44:44] sts on a holder.

E@FFGFE&'Using size 5 (3.75mm) needles, 
cast on 42[42:46:46:50:50] sts.
"13'4'5,.6&'K2, *p2, k2, rep from * to the end 
of the row.
"13'7& P2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the end of 
the row.
Rep these 2 rows until the work measures 
2⅜ in. (6cm) from the beg, ending with a  
ws row.
Beg with a p row, cont in rev st st but inc 1 
st at each end of the 3rd and every foll 8th 
row until there are 70[70:74:74:78:78] sts. 
Work straight until the sleeve measures 
17[18:18:18½:18½:19¼] in. (43[45.5:45.5:47:47:49]
cm) from the beg, ending with a ws row.  
Bind off.

$F9DBC$H&'Join the left shoulder seam.
With rs facing, join the yarn, and using 
size 5 (3.75mm) needles, k across 
40[40:42:42:44:44] back neck sts on the 
holder as foll: (k1, k2tog) 0[0:1:1:2:2] times, k to 
the last 0[0:3:3:6:6] sts, (k2tog, k1) 0[0:1:1:2:2] 
times, pick up and k 47[47:51:51:55:55] sts 
evenly down the left front neck to the point 
of the V, place marker, and pick up and k 
47[47:51:51:55:55] sts evenly up the right front 
neck. 134[134:142:142:150:150] sts.
$/8+',13'53.6& P2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the 
end of the row.
Work 2 rows in k2, p2 rib as set.
$/8+',13'5,.6& Rib to 5 sts before the marker, 
p2tog, k2, p2tog, moving the marker after 
this, k2, p2tog, rib to the end of the row. 3 sts 
decreased.
$/8+',13& Rib as set, working k1 over p2tog 
from the previous row.
$/8+',13&'Rib to 2 sts before the marker, 
k3tog, removing the marker, rib to the end of 
the row. 2 sts decreased. Bind off k-wise.

6$&$"#$&.
Block the knitting using the wet 
method. Mark the depth of armholes 
6¼[6¼:6¾:6¾:7:7] in. (16[16:17:17:18:18]cm) 
from the shoulder seams on the back and 
front. Sew the sleeves to the armholes 
between the markers. Join the side and 
sleeve seams. Weave in the yarn ends.
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!!!"##$%&"# ""

!"#$%&'(&")*%+,-%
#$%.('/)0%#1%23%
&(**(14%5,/#1-%#*%
+(*"%$*'(1-%,10%
6',&*#&,78%9*%#$%,%
:$);:74%7#-"*.)#-"*%
0)$#-1<#0),7%;('%
,%$5,77%,5(:1*%
(;%$"(66#1-8%

!"#$$%&'()*'

•   2 x 3½ oz. (100g) balls of 
Patons 100% Cotton DK 
in Limestone

•   G/6 (4.0mm) crochet hook

=>!?@9>AB

★ ★
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!!!"##$%&"#""

#&'"(

Approximately 12 in. (30cm) long and 10½ in. 
(27cm) wide when flat, excluding base and 
handles

)*+)"

21 tr and 9 rows = 4 in. (10cm).

*,,%"-&*.&$/#

See reading a pattern card.

C(*)D%The method of joining used in this 
project provides a neat, almost invisible 
finish. The first ch2 or ch3 on each round 
are not counted as a stitch unless otherwise 
stated. When joining the round, these ch2 or 
ch3 are skipped, and the join is made into the 
first hdc or dc. 

.$(0*1"

Using a G/6 (4.0mm) hook, make a sliding 
ring.
!"#$%&'( Ch2 (does not count as a st), work 
8 hdc into the ring, skip 2 ch and sl st into the 
first hdc. Carefully pull the end to close the ring.
!"#$%&)( Ch 2, work 2 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, *2 hdc into the next hdc, rep from 
* 6 more times. 16 hdc. Skip 2 ch and sl st into 
the first hdc.
!"#$%&*( Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc 
into the next hdc, 2 hdc into next hdc, rep 
from * 6 more times. 24 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into the first hdc.
!"#$%&+( Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 hdc into the next hdc, 2 hdc into 
the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of the next  
2 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep from *  
6 more times. 32 hdc. Skip the ch2 and sl st 
into the first hdc.
!"#$%&,( Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 hdc into each of the next 2 hdc, 
2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of 
the next 3 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep 
from * 6 more times. 40 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into first hdc.
!"#$%&-(&Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 hdc into each of the next 3 hdc, 
2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of 
the next 4 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep 
from * 6 more times. 48 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into the first hdc.
!"#$%&.( Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 hdc into each of the next 4 hdc, 
2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of 
the next 5 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep 
from * 6 more times. 56 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into first hdc.

!"#$%&/( Ch 2, work 1 hdc into same hdc as 
the sl st, 1 hdc into each of the next 5 hdc,  
2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of 
the next 6 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep 
from * 6 more times. 64 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into the first hdc.
!"#$%&0(&Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 hdc into each of the next 2 hdc, 
2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of 
the next 3 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep 
from * 14 more times. 80 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into the first hdc.
!"#$%&'1( Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 hdc into each of the next 8 hdc, 
2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of 
the next 9 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep 
from * 6 more times. 88 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into the first hdc.
!"#$%&''( Ch 2, work 1 hdc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 hdc into each of the next 9 hdc, 
2 hdc into the next hdc, *1 hdc into each of 
the next 10 hdc, 2 hdc into the next hdc, rep 
from * 6 more times. 96 hdc. Skip the ch2 
and sl st into the first hdc.
!"#$%&')(&Ch 3, work 1 dc into the same hdc 
as the sl st, 1 dc into each of the next 10 hdc, 
2 dc into next hdc, *1 dc into each of the next 
11 hdc, 2 dc into the next hdc, rep from *  
6 more times. 104 dc. Skip the ch3 and sl st 
into the first dc.
!"#$%&'*(&Ch 3, work 1 dc into the same dc as 
the sl st, 1 dc into each of the next 11 dc, 2 dc 
into the next dc, *1 dc into each of the next  
12 dc, 2 dc into the next dc, rep from * 6 
more times. 112 dc. Skip the ch3 and sl st into 
the first dc. 
Now work the sides as foll:
!"#$%2&'&3$%&)( Ch 3, work 1 dc into the 
same dc as the sl st, 1 dc into each dc to the 
end of the row. 112 dc. Skip the ch3 and sl st 
into the first dc. 
!"#$%&*( Ch 4, work *skip next dc, 1 dc into 
the next dc, ch1, rep from * to the end, sl st 
into the 3rd of the 4 ch. 56 dc and 56 1-ch 
sps. 
!"#$%2&+&4"&-(&Sl st into the next ch1 sp, work 
4 ch, *skip the next dc, work 1 dc into the 
next ch1 sp, 1 ch, rep from * to the end, sl st 
into the 3rd of the 4 ch.
!"#$%2&.&3$%&/( Ch 1, work 1 sc into the same 
place as the sl st, *ch1, skip 1 ch, work 1 sc into 
the next st, rep from * to the last ch, ch1, skip 
the next ch, sl st into the first dc.
!"#$%&0( Ch 4, *skip the next ch1 sp, work 
1 dc into the next st, ch 1, rep from * to the 
end, sl st into the 3rd of 4 ch. 56 dc and 56 
ch1 sps.

!"#$%2&'1&4"&')( Rep Rounds 4 to 6.
!"#$%2&'*&3$%&'+( Rep Rounds 7 and 8. 
!"#$%&',(&Ch 3 (counts as 1 dc), work 1 dc into 
the ch 1 sp, 1 dc into the next sc, *ch 1, skip 
the next ch1 sp, 1 dc into the next sc, 1 dc into 
the next ch1 sp, 1 dc into the next sc, rep from 
* to the last ch 1 sp, ch 1, skip ch 1 sp, sl st into 
the top of the ch3.
!"#$%2&'-&4"&'/(&Ch3, work 1 dc into each of 
the next 2 dc, ch1, skip ch1 sp, *1 dc into each 
of the next 3 dc, ch1, skip ch1 sp, rep from * to 
the end, sl st into the top of the ch3.
!"#$%&'0( Ch 1, work 1 sc into the same dc as 
the sl st, *ch1, skip 1 dc, 1 sc into the next dc, 
ch1, skip 1 ch, 1 sc into the next dc, rep from * 
to within the last 3 sts, ch1, skip 1 dc, 1 sc into 
the next dc, ch1, skip ch1, sl st into the first sc.
!"#$%&)1( Rep Round 7.
!"#$%&)'(&Rep Round 9.
!"#$%2&))&4"&)+( Rep Rounds 4 to 6.
!"#$%2&),&3$%&)-( Rep Rounds 7 and 8.
!"#$%&).( Rep Round 9.
!"#$%2&)/&4"&*1(&Rep Rounds 4 to 6. 
Now work the top and handles as foll:
!"#$%&'(&Ch 1, work 1 sc into the same dc as 
the sl st, work 1 sc into each ch1 sp and dc to 
the end, sl st into first sc. 112 sc.
!"#$%2&)&3$%&*( Ch 1, work 1 sc into the same 
sc as the sl st, 1 sc into each sc to the end, sl 
st into the first sc. 112 sc.
!"#$%&+(&Ch 1, work 1 sc into the same sc as 
the sl st, 1 sc into each of the next 15 sc, make 
50 ch for the handle, skip the next 24 sc, 
work 1 sc into each of the next 32 sc, make 
50 ch for the handle, skip the next 24 sc, 
work 1 sc into each of the next 16 sc, sl st into 
the first sc. 164 sts.
Work 3 rounds of sc around the bag and 
handles. After the third round, sl st into the 
first sc and fasten off. Weave in the yarn ends.

  
★ ★
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!"#$%&"'(

•  2 x 1 oz. (25g) balls of Crea 
Shadow in Tuff for the planter

•  1 x 1 oz. (25g) ball of Crea 
Shadow in Tuff for the pot

•  Pair of size 8 (5.0mm) knitting 
needles

• Tapestry needle
•  Double-sided tape or 

multipurpose adhesive
Go to )*+,-.*/-0,+,123145 
to buy Crea yarn. See the 
information chart for full details 
on all the Crea yarns.

67/.,89.97:.+*97:.*,8;94;974,9<+,29.9=.*/9)*+,,8/9
+*9,289=.0)8,9<8.>890,+,1239#289=.*/91.*9=89
adjusted to fi t any size—we’ll explain how.

!"#$%&'()*+&',!"#$%
&!

'$(
)&

*
+#
,-

#$•$!"#$%&!'$"./.01$+/2'3'%$•$

★
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!!"#$"%&"$ #'($%

")*&"
Our planter measures 6¾ x 6 in. (17 x 15cm) and is 2¾ in. 
(7cm) high.
Our pot measures 3½ in. (9cm) in diameter.

+!,+&
16 sts and 18 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over basket weave stitch.

!--.&/)!')%0"
See reading a pattern card.

'%$1!2&
!"#$%&'()Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on 104 sts.
Work in patt as foll:
'*+),)-./0( K to the end.
'*+)1( P to the end.
'*+)2()K2, *p4, k2, rep from * to the end.
'*+)3( P2, *k4, p2, rep from * to the end.
'*+)4( Rep Row 3.
'*+)5( Rep Row 4.
'*+)6( K to the end.
'*+)7()P to the end.
'*+)8( P3, k2, *p4, k2, rep from * to the last 
3 sts, p3.
'*+),9()K3, p2, *k4, p2, rep from * to the last 
3 sts, k3.
'*+),,()Rep Row 9.
'*+),1()Rep Row 10.
These 12 rows form the patt.
Work Rows 1 to 8 again. 
Bind off k-wise.

3)0)"4)0+
Weave in the yarn ends. Join the short side edges. 
Place the cover over the planter and secure the top 
and lower edge in place with double-sided tape or 
multipurpose adhesive.

!:%;( Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on 44 sts.
Work the 12 patt rows as given for planter once, then 
work Rows 1 to 8 again.
Bind off k-wise.

3)0)"4)0+
Weave in the yarn ends. Join the side seams. Place the 
cover over the pot and secure the top and lower seams in 
place with double-sided tape or multipurpose adhesive.

The size of the covers can be adjusted to fit your planter 
and pots. To calculate the width of the cover, measure 
in inches around your container at the widest part and 
times this by 4 (the number of stitches to 1 in.) to get 
the number of stitches. If you want to measure in 
centimetres, multiply the number of centimetres by 
1.6 (the number of stitches to 1 cm). The pattern repeat 
is 6 stitches plus 2, so round your calculation up or down 
so the pattern repeat fits—it is better to have your cover 
a bit smaller than the container, too big and it will sag. 
Cast on this number of stitches and work in the pattern 
for the length required.

designer’s tip

Customize your planter and pot covers 
by sewing on knitted leaves. Just 
add one or two, or arrange them in a 
repeating pattern around the cover. 

designer’s tip

$0!".
&4

/5
#$
%&

!'
$4

3(#
"$•$#42#++/"1$ *

/.1$".%+#$•$

See Customizing Techniques 36
for more creative ideas 

with knitted leaves.

★
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!!"#$%&'&()*"+,-(&.!+" #$

#/010*2345506*708901*8:0*;<:206*43*=8:50:*1545>/*
;45/*8*>035:87*1545>/*?<:@43=*5/0*15872A

! !"#!$%&"'!%"(()"*(+#!%!&,!--+$.&!/($%

01)%2")&!/($3%$10(%04)/+$.+/2$%"/5%

"**!$$1)+!$6%755%"%$+/2-!%-!"0%"$%"%

5!*1)"(+1/3%1)%2)148%-!"#!$%(12!(.!)%(1%01)&%

"%$()+'+/2%5+$8-"96

:.!%-!"0%&1(+0%0!"(4)!5%.!)!%+$%$+&8-!%

(1%;1)'6%<(")(+/2%"(%(.!%-1;!)%!52!3%"/%

+/*)!"$!%+$%;1)'!5%"(%!"*.%!/53%"/5%"%514,-!%

5!*)!"$!%+$%;1)'!5%"(%(.!%*!/(!)=(.!%

/4&,!)%10%$(+(*.!$%;+--%$("9%(.!%$"&!%1/%

!"*.%)1;6%:.!%(18%+$%$."8!5%,9%1&+((+/2%(.!%

+/*)!"$!$%"(%!"*.%!/5%"/5%>4$(%;1)'+/2%(.!%

*!/()"-%514,-!%5!*)!"$!6

!"#$%&'()*+%",*
$-,%.///
Knit leaf motifs in yarn left 
over from your squares and 
use them to embellish your 
throw. Work them in different 
thicknesses of yarn to produce 
a selection of sizes. 

"B+,&CD*CEEF+G&C#&$(
8?$$1%@%8"$$%?%$-+88!5%$($%

1#!)6

A1;%B%C;$DE%FG3%8B3%'G6

A1;%?E%FB3%84'3%'H3%$-%?%$($%

(123%'B3%8?$$13%'H3%84'3%'B6

A1;%IE%FG3%8B3%'G6

A1;%HE%F%(1%(.!%!/56

A1;%JE%FG3%8B3%'G6

A1;$%G%(1%BBE%A!8%A1;$%?%(1%

J%1/*!3%(.!/%;1)'%A1;$%?%

"/5%I%"2"+/6

A1;%B?E%FJ3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%

8?$$13%'J6%BB%$($6

A1;%BIE%FJ3%8B3%'J6

A1;%BHE%F%(1%(.!%!/56

A1;%BJE%FJ3%8B3%'J6

A1;%BGE%FH3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%

8?$$13%'H6%K%$($6

A1;%BLE%FH3%8B3%'H6

A1;%BME%F%(1%(.!%!/56

A1;%BKE%FH3%8B3%'H6

A1;%?NE%FI3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%

8?$$13%'I6%L%$($6

A1;%?BE%FI3%8B3%'I6

A1;%??E%F?3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%

8?$$13%'?6%J%$($6

A1;%?IE%F?3%8B3%'?6

A1;%?HE%FB3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%

8?$$13%'B6%I%$($3

A1;%?JE%FB3%8B3%'B6

A1;%?GE%<-%?%$($%(123%'B3%

8?$$16%O"$(!/%1006%

P!"#!%+/%(.!%9")/%("+-$6

!"#$%&"'(#)&*+",**-.)
-&$++"!)/"01"#

01'$$)2*3)45*64$$),1

.%,0'17*4*01'$$)2*3)45*&%$'5
The leaf is worked in garter stitch with one stitch in stockinette 
stitch forming the central stalk.

"Q"$(%1/%BI%$(+(*.!$%"/5%;1)'%A1;%B6%R/%A1;%?3%

"%$(+(*.%+$%+/*)!"$!5%"(%

!"*.%!/53%"/5%?%$(+*.!$%")!%

5!*)!"$!5%+/%(.!%*!/(!)6%:1%

;1)'%(.!%514,-!%5!*)!"$!3%

$-+8%?%$(+(*.!$%(12!(.!)%"$%+0%

914%")!%21+/2%(1%'/+(%(.!&6%

F/+(%(.!%/!S(%$(+(*.3%(.!/%-+0(%

(.!%?%$-+88!5%$(+(*.!$%1#!)%

(.!%'/+(%$(+(*.6

#:.!%/4&,!)%10%

$(+(*.!$%;+--%$("9%(.!%

$"&!%1/%!#!)9%)1;=

914%;+--%."#!%BI%$(+(*.!$6%

P1)'%A1;$%I%(1%BB%(1%01)&%

(.!%-1;!)%$!*(+1/%10%(.!%-!"06

$%:.!%$(+(*.!$%")!%5!*)!"$!5%1#!)%(.!%

/!S(%BJ%)1;$%,9

;1)'+/2%(.!%514,-!%

5!*)!"$!%"(%(.!%*!/(!)%"/5%

1&+((+/2%(.!%+/*)!"$!%"(%

!"*.%!/56%P1)'%A1;$%B?%(1%

?J=914%;+--%."#!%I%$(+(*.!$%

1/%(.!%/!!5-!6%P1)'%"

514,-!%5!*)!"$!%1/%(.!$!%

I%$(+(*.!$%(1%01)&%(.!%81+/(%

"(%(.!%(183%(.!/%0"$(!/%1006
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!!"#$%&'&()*"+,-(&.!+"#$

#20//)
3'"0+4

"&'+*******
2 in. (5cm) at widest point x 3⅛ in. 
CM*&D%-1/26

CEEF+G&C#&$("
<!!%)!"5+/2%"%8"((!)/%*")56

"B+,&CD*CEEF+G&C#&$(
8?$$1%@%8"$$%?%$-+88!5%$($%1#!)6

#$*%CH+
T$+/2%$+U!%H%CI6J&&D%/!5-!$%"/5%

*1)"-3%*"$(%1/%BI%$($6

A1;%B%C;$DE%FG3%8B3%'G6

A1;%?E%FB3%84'3%'H3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%

8?$$13%'H3%84'3%'B6

A1;%IE%FG3%8B3%'G6

A1;%HE%F%(1%(.!%!/56

A1;%JE%FG3%8B3%'G6

A1;$%G%(1%BBE%A!8%A1;$%?%(1%J%1/*!3%

(.!/%;1)'%A1;$%?%"/5%I%"2"+/6

A1;%B?E%FJ3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%8?$$13%

'J6%BB%$($6

A1;%BIE%FJ3%8B3%'J6

A1;%BHE%F%(1%(.!%!/56

A1;%BJE%FJ3%8B3%'J6

A1;%BGE%FH3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%8?$$13%

'H6%K%$($6

A1;%BLE%FH3%8B3%'H6

A1;%BME%F%(1%(.!%!/56

A1;%BKE%FH3%8B3%'H6

A1;%?NE%FI3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%8?$$13%

'I6%L%$($6

A1;%?BE%FI3%8B3%'I6

A1;%??E%F?3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%8?$$13%

'?6%J%$($6

A1;%?IE%F?3%8B3%'?6

A1;%?HE%FB3%$-%?%$($%(123%'B3%8?$$13%'B6%

I%$($3

A1;%?JE%FB3%8B3%'B6

A1;%?GE%<-%?%$($%(123%'B3%8?$$16%

O"$(!/%1006%P!"#!%+/%(.!%9")/%("+-$6

V1;%&"'!%1/!%-!"0%+/%21-5%"/5%1/!%

+/%*188!)6

I&(&"-&()
P)"8%(.!%,)1;/%9")/%!#!/-9%%

")14/5%(.!%;)!"(.%4/(+-%+(%+$%

*1&8-!(!-9%*1#!)!56%<!*4)!%(.!%

!/5$6%W-4!%1)%$!;%(.!%-!"#!$%1/(1%

(.!%;)!"(.3%81$+(+1/+/2%(.!&%"$%

$.1;/%+/%(.!%8.1(12)"8.6

&4$),'43#
• %<&"--%,"--%10%XF%*1((1/%+/%*1)"-3%
21-5%"/5%*188!)

• <&"--%,"--%10%9")/%+/%,)1;/
• %Y"+)%10%$+U!%H%CI6J&&D%'/+((+/2%
/!!5-!$

• :"8!$()9%/!!5-!
• %Y1-9$(9)!/!%;)!"(.3%HZ%+/6%CB?*&D%
+/%5+"&!(!)

• [4-(+84)81$!%"5.!$+#!%C18(+1/"-D

84,*$,'&
Line up a row of leaves around 
a jar and secure them with 
a length of twine.

4"$"&1*3)49)#
Tie leaves to a branch 
and use it as an indoor 
display all year round.

:%%0*$,'&
Secure a bunch of leaves to 
a favorite gardening book.

4;;*<*;=>?@<A*BC*@D<ED>*
FB*<*GBEDHD;*IHD<FJ/
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!!"#$""## $%

!"#$%&'()%*"(+('%,-."()+/,"&0(+(01$23(
14('-+/5.%&)('1-3%'0%2+0%1&(41/(03+0(
6%'0%&20%*"('-"2%+.(122+'%1&(4"".7

!"#$$#"%&'#$(&)*+,#")

!!"#$%&'()*"+%),-."#)%+/0,%"#%(%!/)*%/1%+/'/2)3%)"4,)%(#5%)!(&,)6%
7"0&',%5")8%),-."#)%(2,%/1*,#%+.&&,5%(#5%1(+,*,5%1/2%,9*2(%:'"**,26%
;!,$%(2,%(**(+!,5%<$%(%)0(''%!/',%(*%*!,%+,#*,2%/2%#,(2%/#,%

,5:,=),-."#)%>"*!%'(2:,2%!/',)%(2,%(?("'(<',%1/2%.),%%>"*!%*!"+8,2%$(2#)6%

@)%>"*!%<,(5)3%),-."#)%+(#%<,%*!2,(5,5%/#*/%*!,%>/28"#:%$(2#%<,1/2,%
.),3%/2%*!,$%+(#%<,%8#"**,5%"#%/#,%(*%(%*"0,%()%$/.%>/286%@'*,2#(*"?,'$3%
they can be added later to the fi nished project. You can position a random%
)+(**,2"#:%/1%),-."#)%()%$/.%8#"*%*/%(%2,:.'(2%&(**,2#6%A!//),%),-."#)%
*!(*%(2,%)."*(<',%"#%)!(&,3%+/'/2%(#5%!/',B)"4,%1/2%*!,%$(2#%$/.%(2,%.)"#:6%%

Store purchased pre-sequined yarns range from fi ne to DK, as well as 
)/0,%#/?,'*$%(#5%'.9.2$%$(2#)6%C!"',%*!,),%!(?,%)"0&'"+"*$%"#%*!,"2%1(?/23%
),-."#%*$&,%(#5%&'(+,0,#*%")%/.*%/1%$/.2%+/#*2/'D%*!,%2(#:,%/1%$(2#)%")%
1("2'$%'"0"*,5%(#5%*!,$%+(#%<,%&2"+,$6%E/>,?,23%(%&2,B),-."#,5%</25,2%")%(%
)"0&',%>($%*/%,0<,''")!%(%&'("#%"*,06%

89:;<=>?@(89;(!;AB>?!
F1%$/.2%&(**,2#%"#?/'?,)%),?,2('%5"11,2,#*%8"#5)%
/1%),-."#)3%*!,$%0.)*%<,%*!2,(5,5%/#*/%*!,%
yarn in the right order. However, for a fi rst 
(**,0&*3%>/28%>"*!%(%)"#:',%),-."#%*$&,6%
A.&B)!(&,5%),-."#)%(2,%(55,5%*/%*!,%$(2#%
>"*!%*!,%+/#+(?,%)"5,%*/>(25)%*!,%<(''%)/%
*!,$%1(+,%/.*>(25)%>!,#%8#"**,56%G"#,%$(2#)%
+(#%<,%*!2,(5,5%5"2,+*'$%*!2/.:!%*!,%),-."#%
!/',%.)"#:%(%)."*(<',%5(2#"#:%#,,5',6%G/2%
*!"+8,2%$(2#)3%.),%(%5/.<',%',#:*!%/1%),>"#:%
*!2,(5%"#%*!,%#,,5',%(#5%'//&%*!,%8#"**"#:%
$(2#%*!2/.:!%"*6%G,,5%*!,%),-."#)%/#*/%*!,%
#,,5',3%5/>#%*!,%),>"#:%*!2,(53%(#5%*!,#%
/#*/%*!,%8#"**"#:%$(2#6%

Keep sequins away from 
seams, and always handle 
sequined items with care. 
In general, they should be 
gently hand washed—avoid 
dry cleaning and tumble 
drying—and pressed with a 
cool iron on the back of the 
knitted fabric. 

expert’s tip
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!!"#$""#$%

<==>?@(!;AB>?!(8C(D>?>!9;=(>8;E!
@55"#:%),-."#)%+(#%)&2.+,%
up finished items. Add 
*!,0%*/%+2,(*,%(%</25,23%/2%
+'.)*,2%*!,0%"#%(#%")/'(*,5%
5,)":#=!/>%$/.%),>%*!,0%
/#%5,&,#5)%/#%>!,2,%*!,%
),-."#%!/',)%(2,%(#5%*!,%
,11,+*%$/.%>(#*%*/%+2,(*,6%
H),%"#?")"<',%#$'/#%*!2,(53%/2%
+!//),%+/'/2,5%*!2,(5%(#5%
1,(*.2,%*!,%)*"*+!"#:6%

F?>88>?@(>?(!;AB>?!(C?(!8CGF>?;88;(!8>8G9
7,-."#)%+(#%<,%(55,5%/#%*!,%8#"*%)"5,%/1%*!,%)*/+8"#,**,%)*"*+!3%/2%/#%*!,%&.2'%)"5,%/1%*!,%2,?,2),%)*/+8"#,**,%)*"*+!6%

<==>?@(!;AB>?!(<!(HCB(@C(
@55"#:%),-."#)%()%$/.%:/%+(#%<,%*!,%,()",)*%/&*"/#3%,)&,+"(''$%"1%$/.%>(#*%*/%+2,(*,%),-."#%&(**,2#)6%%
You’ll need a crochet hook that’s fine enough to go through the holes in your chosen sequins. 

•%I#%(%2":!*B)"5,%2/>3%8#"*%*/%*!,%),-."#%
&/)"*"/#6%7'"5,%*!,%),-."#%.&%*!,%$(2#%*/%*!,%
>/286%F#),2*%*!,%2":!*%#,,5',%"#*/%*!,%<(+8%/1%
*!,%#,9*%)*"*+!%(#5%8#"*%"*%()%#/20('3%.)"#:%$/.2%
finger to push the sequin gently through the 
)*"*+!%'//&%*/%*!,%12/#*%/1%*!,%>/286%

"C/28%*/%*!,%)*"*+!%>!,2,%*!,%),-."#%")%*/%
<,%&/)"*"/#,56%J.)!%*!,%),-."#%/#*/%*!,%
+2/+!,*%!//8%(#5%&"+8%.&%*!,%)*"*+!="1%"*%")%

(%+.&B)!(&,5%),-."#3%0(8,%).2,%*!,%+/#?,9%
)"5,%")%(:("#)*%*!,%8#"**"#:6%

•%I#%2,?,2),%)*/+8"#,**,%)*"*+!3%>/28%*/%*!,%
),-."#%&/)"*"/#6%J.)!%*!,%),-."#%.&%*/%*!,%>/286%
7'"&%*!,%#,9*%)*"*+!%*!2/.:!%*!,%<(+8%/1%*!,%'//&%
/#*/%*!,%2":!*B!(#5%#,,5',6%;2(#)1,2%"*%8#"*B>"),%
*/%*!,%',1*%#,,5',%*/%*>")*%"*%(#5%&.2'%*!,%)*"*+!3%
8,,&"#:%*!,%),-."#%"#%&'(+,%+'/),%*/%*!,%>/286%

#7'"&%*!,%)*"*+!%/11%*!,%8#"**"#:%#,,5',%(#5%
&.''%:,#*'$%/#%*!,%+2/+!,*%!//8%*/%,(),%
*!,%)*"*+!%*!2/.:!%*!,%),-."#%!/',6

•%C/28"#:%(%&.2'%)*"*+!%/#%*!,%2":!*%K8#"*L%)"5,%
/1%(%)*/+8"#,**,%)*"*+!%!,'&)%*/%8,,&%*!,%),-."#%
flat. Work to the sequin position and bring %
*!,%$(2#%*/%*!,%12/#*6%7'"5,%*!,%),-."#%+'/),%%
*/%*!,%>/28%(#5%&.2'%*!,%#,9*%)*"*+!6%A/#*"#.,%
>/28"#:%*!,%8#"*%2/>6%

$M,*.2#%*!,%),-."#,5%)*"*+!%*/%*!,%',1*B
!(#5%#,,5',%(#5%8#"*%"*%"#%*!,%.).('%>($6%
Knit to the position of the next sequin 

(#5%2,&,(*6%H),%*!,%)(0,%*,+!#"-.,%"1%$/.%(2,%
(55"#:%),-."#)%/#%(%&.2'%2/>6%

• A round flat sequin with a central hole can be 
)*"*+!,5%"#%(%#.0<,2%/1%>($)6%@%)"#:',%)*"*+!%(*%*!,%
*/&%(''/>)%"*%*/%!(#:%5/>#>(253%(%)*"*+!%/#%,(+!%
side holds it flat, while several stitches radiating 
from the center will anchor it the sequin firmly.

•%@**(+!%),-."#)%>"*!%(%)0(''%),,5%<,(5%"#%*!,%
+,#*,2%1/2%,9*2(%5,+/2(*"?,%"0&(+*6%A.&B)!(&,5%
sequins are best attached like this so they sit flat 
against the background, but flat sequins can be 
*2,(*,5%"#%*!,%)(0,%>($6%%
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